We theoretically investigate the intra-band transitions in Möbius molecules. Due to the weak magnetic response, the relative permittivity is significantly modified by the presence of the medium while the relative permeability is not.
introduction
Since it was theoretically proposed in 1968 [1] , negative refraction has attracted broad interest because there is wide application for negative-index metamaterials [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , such as achieving electromagnetic-field cloaking [13, 14] , facilitating sub-wavelength imaging [2] , and assisting crime scene investigation [15] . Various ways have been proposed to realize negative refraction. One of them is double-negative metamaterial, in which both the permittivity ε and permeability µ are simultaneously negative at the same frequencies [1, 2, 16] . However, it is difficult to realize negative permeability since the magnetic response is generally weaker than the electric response orders of magnitude. Therein it is the bandwidth of negative µ that determines the bandwidth of negative refraction. Another possible way to negative refraction is realizing hyperbolic dispersion relation [9, [17] [18] [19] [20] . When two of the eigen-values of permittivity tensor are opposite in sign, the material can realize negative refraction if all the eigen-values of permeability tensor are positive [21, 22] . In this case, the bandwidth of negative refraction is equal to the bandwidth of negative eigen-value of ε. Since the electric response is much stronger, the bandwidth of negative refraction of hyperbolic metamaterial is much larger than that of double-negative metamaterial.
In this paper, we investigate the possibility of realizing hyperbolic dispersion in a novel kind of chiral moleculesMöbius molecules [23, 24] . Möbius molecules owns novel topological structures in which one can move from one side to the other side without crossing the border [25, 26] . Previously, Möbius molecules have been suggested for metamaterials [6, 27, 28] , quantum devices [29] [30] [31] , dualmode resonators and bandpass filters [32] , topological insulators [33] , molecular knots and engines [34] , and artificial light harvesting [35, 36] . However, because it is double-negative metamaterial, the bandwidth of negative refraction in Möbius molecules is so small, e.g., 4 ∼ 80 µeV [6, 12] , that it might be difficult to observe. Furthermore, since it is induced by the inter-band transitions, the negative refraction is centered at ultraviolet frequency domain. In this paper, we consider the hyperbolic dispersion induced by the intra-band transitions. Because the magnetic response is reduced by a factor of (N /π) 2 , the magnetic responses in intra-band transitions decrease by one order of magnitude for N = 12 and thus the eigen-values of permeability is always positive around the intra-band transitions. Furthermore, because Möbius molecules are chiral, the permittivity tensor is anisotropic and thus two of its eigen-values can possess different signs. Thus, by using intra-band transitions, we
In this paper, we consider a general double-ring Möbius molecule which is composed of 2N atoms as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Here W and R are the radius of the carbon atom and the Möbius ring respectively. 2W denotes the width of the Möbius ring. The two sub-rings of the Möbius molecule are linked end to end. We consider the Möbius ring as the conjugated molecule and thus we can use Hückel molecular orbital method to describe the coherent dynamics in the ring. Because all the atoms of Möbius ring are of the same species, the site energy difference between the two sub-rings ǫ vanishes. Thus the Hamiltonian for the single electron of the system can be written as [31] 
where
a j (b j ) is the annihilation operator at the j th site of subring a (b), V (ξ) is the inter-sub-ring (intra-sub-ring) resonant integral. Because the two sub-rings are linked end to end, the 0th atom of a (b) sub-ring is the N th atom of b (a) sub-ring. Thus, the boundary condition of Möbius molecular ring is given by a 0 = b N and b 0 = a N . The Hamiltonian can be rewritten as
by a local unitary transformation,
where c j σ is the annihilation operator of an electron at the j th nuclear site with σ being the pseudo spin label, ϕ j = j δ, δ = 2π/N , and
After this unitary transformation, the Möbius boundary condition can be replaced by the periodical boundary condition, i.e., B N = B 0 . The Hamiltonian of Möbius ring can be diagonalized by using the Fourier transform
We can obtain the two energy subbands, i.e.,
with eigen-states
respectively, where |0〉 is the state of vacuum, k = 0, ±δ, ±2δ · · · . The energy spectrum of Möbius molecular ring is shown in Fig. 1(b) . Note that the upper band is symmetric with respect to k = δ/2, while the lower band is symmetric with respect to k = 0. Due to this symmetry, the three pairs of intra-band transitions denoted the arrows with the same color possess the same transition frequencies, respectively.
Without Local Field Correction
In order to judge whether the material is a negativerefraction medium, we must calculate the relative permittivity ← → ε r and permeability ← → µ r for the same incident frequency. According to Ref. [37] , the electric displacement field D could be given as
where ε 0 is the permittivity of vacuum, E is the applied electric field, P is the polarization field. And the magnetic induction B is
where µ 0 is the permeability of vacuum, H is the applied magnetic field, M is the magnetization field. Under the dipole approximation [37] , according to the linear response theory [38] , we can obtain
where n i and n f are the number of electrons occupying in the initial and final states respectively, △ f i is the transition frequency between the final state f and the initial state |i 〉, (14) and Eq. (15) into Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) respectively, the relative permittivity ← → ε r and permeability could be obtained as
Because the size of the molecule is much smaller than the wavelength of the incident light, it is valid to write the interaction Hamiltonian between the molecule and the incident light under dipole approximation [37] , i.e.,
We assume that
is the position of the j th nuclear in a (b) subring which can be given by
where ϕ j = j δ is the azimuthal angle of the j th nucleus. By using Eqs. (18) (19) and (20), we can obtain the matrix elements of H E between the eigen-states of H which are written as Eqs. (10), (11) . Here, we only give the matrix elements of intra-band transitions as follows
where σ =↓, ↑. We can summarize the intra-band transition selection rules for the electric-dipole operator from these matrix elements of H E as |k, σ〉
Similarly, we can obtain the matrix elements of the interaction Hamiltonian under dipole approximation [37] H B = −m · B cos ωt (25) between the eigen-states of H which are written as Eqs. (10), (11) . We also only give the matrix elements of intra-band transitions
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and ∆ kk ′ σ is the transition frequency between the final state k ′ σ and the initial state |kσ〉 within the same
is the real part of η kk ′ σ . Equation (35) indicates that if two transitions share the same transition frequency ∆ kk ′ σ , they would also possess the same η kk ′ σ . Since there are three pairs of transitions which possess the same transition frequency, we can obtain three equations
η 4δ,5δ,↓ = η −4δ,−5δ,↓ .
Inserting these three equations into Eq. (34), we find that the off-diagonal elements ε can be simplified as
where It presents the situation when the detuning is less than 100 µeV, while the inset shows the relation in the largedetuning regime. We can obtain the bandwidth for negative permittivity is about 1.5×10 5 µeV, which is broader than the previous discovery in Ref. [12] by 3 orders of magnitude.
From Eq. (35), the real part of η kk ′ σ could be reexpressed as
where ∆ω kk ′ σ = ω − ∆ kk ′ σ . On account of the initial and final conditions, it can be explicitly written as
To find the bandwidth of negative ε r , we should find the two solutions to the equation
For the solution between ω 2δ,3δ,↑ = 3.2276717 eV and ω 4δ,5δ,↓ = 2.6353829 eV, which yields ∆ω 3δ,4δ,↓ ≫ ∆ω 2δ,3δ,↑ , ∆ω 4δ,5δ,↓ , Eq. (39) could be simplified as
For the present parameters, we find γ ∼ 10 −6 eV and
When ∆ω 2δ,3δ,↑ and ∆ω 4δ,5δ,↓ ≫ γ is satisfied, the terms of γ 2 could be ignored, and thus
Inserting the above equation into Eq. (40), we obtain the solution ω 1 = 2.8305463 eV while the other solution ω = 37.23251 eV should be discarded because it is far away from the transition. To find the solution around the resonance frequency ω = 2.6353829 eV, we simplify η ′ as
Inserting Eq. (43) into Eq. (40) yields ∆ω 4δ,5δ,↓ ≃ 0 as
The other solution ∆ω 4δ,5δ,↓ ≃ C should be discarded because it is not close to the transition. Thus, the other solution to Eq. (40) is ω 2 = 2.6353829 eV. We obtain the window of negative permittivity is ∆ω = ω 1 − ω 2 = 0.1952 eV, which is consistent with the numerical simulation in Fig. 2 .
In the same way, we can calculate the elements of the permeability tensor ← → µ r by using Eq. (17) as where
, and
According to Eq. (46), we can obtain the following three relations,
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The permeability tensor is not diagonal in the molecular coordinate system as shown above. As a result, ← → ε r and ← → µ r cannot be simultaneously diagonalized by the same rotation transformation.
The permeability possess three eigen-values, i.e.,
are generally less significantly influenced by the medium than ε j r 's ( j =, x, y, z). This prediction is numerically confirmed in Fig. 3 . As shown, all eigen-values of µ r are positive.
Local Field Correction
In the above sections, we obtain the relative permittivity and permeability by the linear response theory. However, because all molecules in the medium are polarized by the applied fields, the total field experienced by a molecule is the sum of the external field E and internal field E i [37] , i.e.,
And internal field could be written as E i = E near − E mean , where E near is the electric field produced by nearby molecules and E mean is the mean field, which is evaluated as
where p l is the induced dipole moment of the l th molecule inside the volume V . For a sufficiently-weak field, the induced dipole moment is given by
where γ mol is the molecular polarizability. According to linear response theory [38] , the electric dipole is written as
Because p l = 〈d〉, due to Eqs. (52) and (51), we can obtain The polarization P = l p l /V could be written as
if we assume identical contributions from all molecules. And the relationship between P and the electric field is
By combining Eqs. (51), (54) and (55), we have
Inserting Eq. (12) into Eq. (55), we obtain
Inserting Eq. (56) into Eq. (57), ← → ε r could be expressed in terms of γ mol as
Inserting Eq. (53) into the above equation, we can obtain ← → ε r tensor with the nonvanishing matrix elements
It follows from Eq. (59) that the bandwidth of negative permittivity, when we consider the local field effect, is determined by the solution to Comparing Eq. (61) to Eq. (40), we find that the bandwidth of negative permittivity is modified by local field effect only with a factor 3/2. Base on Eq. (61), we present the relation between the relative permittivity modified by local field effect and the detuning in Fig. 4 . Comparing  Fig. 2 to Fig. 4 , we find that local field effect only slightly changes the bandwidth of negative permittivity. In the same way, we can find that local field effect only slightly changes the permeability, and the three eigen-values of permeability tensor are all positive.
Negative Refraction with Linearly-Polarized Incident Light
In the previous section, we have calculated the relative permittivity and permeability of the Möbius medium. The relative permittivity and permeability are secondorder tensors, which are not diagonal in the same coordinate system. In this section, by both analytic and numerical simulations, we clearly show that there is hyperbolic dispersion relation in the Möbius medium, and the conditions under which the negative refraction can take place is discussed.
H -Polarized Incident Configuration
As illustrated in Fig. 5(a) 
and Eq. (63), the magnetic and electric fields of the refracted light can be written as
E t = E t yê y + E t zêz e i(k t ·r−ωt) ,
where the wave vector of refracted wave is k t = k t yê y + k t zêz . According to Eqs. (67) and (68), the Maxwell's equations of refracted light could be written as
Inserting Eq. (70) into Eq. (69), we can obtain
For nontrivial solutions to the equation, the determinant of it's coefficient matrix should be equal to zero, which yields a hyperbolic dispersion relation 
Because ε z r = 1 and ε y r < 0, the real solution to Eq. (73) always exists. Below, we will show that we should choose the negative solution for a correct Poynting vector of the refracted light. According to Eq. (70), we can obtain
Inserting the above equation into S t = 
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